TO REGISTER FOR A CLASS AT UNAM:

a) Please go to http://escolar.cepe.unam.mx/alumnos/login.php
b) Create a new user account
c) In the first field you will be required to choose a SEDE/CAMPUS, so please choose UNAM-CHICAGO (ESECH)
d) Complete the fields and click on continue.
   ** In the fields: Country of birth and Country of Residency, the United States of America can be found as: USA.
e) Within the next 5 minutes you should receive an e-mail from CEPE confirming your registration (if you use a yahoo/hotmail account check your SPAM folder).
f) You will get a message in Spanish: TU REGISTRO HA SIDO CONFIRMADO. PARA ENTRAR HAZ CLICK AQUI.
   Please, click on the word aquí that will take you back to the registration system.
g) Make sure you go back to the main page of the system and log in using the ID and Password you created in order to select your class.
h) Select your class. Then the system will take you to a screen where you need to click the box under the word ASIGNATURA and click again on CONTINUAR.
i) You will be directed to another screen where you need to click on the word FINALIZAR.
j) The system will direct you to the last screen where you just need to LOG OUT. There are other directions on the screen but these do not apply to you. You don't need to print anything.

THANK YOU!